Skills Building Course for Adults

L5a. Vocabulary Revision

(Lessons 1,2,3,5)
L1. Working Mothers
Equal opportunity for all women.
Annual assemblage of every foreign minister
To host a glamorous reception
To sip champagne
To greet foreign dignitaries
To mingle
To skip homework
To disrupting classes
To tuning out any adult who tries to reach him.
To barely speak to smn.
To receive s urgent phone calls
To support one’s career,
To commute back to California regularly.
A high-profile career woman
A role model
To signal to younger generations
Feminist beliefs
To shift under my feet.

L2. Children’s Homework
Parent of a school-aged child,
From the student’s point of view.
To play an active role in homework
To reinforce the learning process
To become too involved
To end up hurting in the long run
To develop an understanding of the subject.
To empower smn to work toward a learning
goal
To perform poorly in the actual classroom.
To set a poor precedent for success later in life.
A positive learning environment.
Guiding without answering
To set a regular schedule
To establish a dedicated homework space.
To provide guidance, but not answers.

To help your child manage his/her time.
To keep the environment pressure free.
A visual learner,
An auditory learners,
To encourage autonomy.
To build skills

L3. Working Like Robots
Crummy jobs
People are treated like machines.
Juicy-sounding perk by her company
A whole August off sounds tempting,
To spin things out over a succession of long
weekends.
To keep it as a get-out-of-jail-free card,
deployed in case of burnout or rainy Mondays
Nobody wants to be singled out as the office
slacker,
People hungry for promotion,
Peer pressure does exactly the same job that
strict holiday policies used to do
To skive
To feel trusted
The dividing line
To exercise their own judgment,
To set their own pace.
Box-ticking mentality
With no scope for individual discretion,
The ever-present threat of being tracked,
To be timed
To be stalked by technology
To reach its nadir
To electronically monitor the speed of their
picking and packing.
To berate anyone seen as slow.
In favour of ruthless efficiency.
Sneaky Facebook breaks
A thing of the past
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Computer keystrokes are automatically monitored
To check if people are continuously working.
If an Uber driver turns down a job, the app will
know.
To exercise judgment
To reduce the scope of human error and
prejudice,
To drive changes
Horribly blunt instruments,
A set of daily tasks to grind through.
To reinforce ideas of mutual responsibility
Not just another cog in the machine.
It shouldn’t blind us to the risk right under our
noses: not so much of people being automated out
of jobs, as automated while still in them.

L4. Coastal Shipping
Coastal maritime sector
Catalytic effects
Passenger coastal maritime activity,
Ferries operating on small distance routes.
The vast number of interconnections among the
mainland and the island regions.
To operate a modern fleet
A vertical drop in passenger traffic,
Demand for coastal services has declined by 24%
The effort to adjust to these exogenous shocks
was hampered by limitations
Limitations of the regulatory framework.
Adverse financial outcome
The reduced liquidity
Increased debt burden.
The sustainability of some shipping firms
The improvement of the financial indices
Freight transportation services
The smooth interconnection of the islands to the
mainland.
Debt restructuring is considered as a first step
towards the sector’s recovery.

The operating costs,
The reduction of surcharges imposed on fares,
To utilise better the funds provided for the
compensation of public-service lines.
Profitable coastal shipping routes.
Establishing regional transit hubs
Lowering the crewing costs
Abolition of the surcharges that support public
service lines,
Revision of the obligatory discount scheme
To reduce the VAT rates on coastal fares for
passengers and vehicles.
Any losses in revenues from the VAT reduction
could be counterbalanced from potentially
higher tax revenues resulting from the
increased Economic activity in the Greek
island regions
Modernisation of the ticketing system
To manage their revenue streams more
efficiently.
To ensure the sustainability of the sector,
without sacrificing the quality of these services

